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Desktop arm stand Puluz with 20cm LED Vlogging Ring PKT3089B

Desk stand with LED lamp
You can mount the ring LED lamp on the holder and attach it to your desk with a clip. The head of the holder can be rotated 360° and
adjusted according to your needs. The phone clip is compatible with phones from 6-8.5 cm wide. Thanks to its lightweight and portable
design, the tripod is convenient to use and carry. Take it with you on your travels or for outdoor photo shoots, for example.
 
Perfect illumination
The lamp consists of energy-saving LED beads that dissipate heat perfectly and reflect natural colors perfectly. They also improve skin
tones in portrait photographs. With 3 colors to choose from and adjustable light brightness, you won't need additional filters.
 
Wide range of applications
Use this  light  for  outdoor  photography.  The lamp will  also perfectly  illuminate the room during the photo shoots,  shooting advertising
projects  or  recording  vlogs  related  to  fashion  and  makeup.  Thanks  to  the  USB  port,  you  can  charge  the  lamp and  connect  it  to  your
laptop, PC or charger.
 
Adjustable stand
The tripod has a height and width adjustment function, making it even more comfortable to use. It is made of metal, so it is strong and
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durable. Dual springs on each arm of the boom protect the lamp from falling. The flexible mounting bracket can be flexed and folded to
make the viewing angle as good as possible. The base clamp is compatible with any countertop of varying thickness. This keeps your
hands free and you are able to shoot videos with ease.
 
In the box
Ring LED light x1
Foldable arm stand x1
USB cable x1
Phone clamp x1
Fixed clamp x1
Hexagonal screwdriver x1
Brand
Puluz
Model
PKT3089B
LED beads model
2835
Luminous flux
24-26lm
White light color temperature
6500K
Warm white color temperature
3200K
Power
0.3-9.3W
Voltage
5V
CRI
>90
Dimming range
1%-100%
Material
ABS + acrylic light cover
Power supply
USB port power supply
Cable length
2m

Price:

€ 27.50
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